special issue also includes 9 manuscripts accepted to the Machine Learning journal from the previous ECML PKDD Journal Tracks: the reviewing of these papers finished after the printing deadline of the previous tracks.
In sum, this issue includes an exciting and diverse set of papers. We hope that the readers will enjoy them as much as the attendees of ECML PKDD 2017 will. We want to thank all the authors of the submitted papers for considering this Journal Track as a venue for publishing their latest work. We also want to thank the active members of the ECML PKDD 2017 Guest Editorial Board and all additional reviewers for the time and energy they invested in putting this special issue together. Many thanks go also to the other chairs of ECML PKDD 2017: it was a pleasure working toward the success of the ECML PKDD 2017 edition with them! Further thanks go to the Editors-in-chief of the two journals, Peter Flach (Machine Learning Journal) and Johannes Fürnkranz (Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery journal), and to the Springer officers of both journals Venkat Ganesan (Machine Learning Journal) and Anandhi Shankar (Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery journal) and to Melissa Fearon, the Senior Editor of Springer and responsible coordinator for both journals, for their support in running the Journal Track smoothly.
